Sports Presentation

Choose a sport of any kind and complete a fully animated presentation of information describing the
sport. No mouse-clicking, slides transition automatically (except the Movie slide, which has to be on click
to allow you time to view it). Remember to include at least 3 sources that you researched. The
presentation requirements are at the end of this document.
Research some interesting facts about your favorite sport – you could focus on the sport itself, or
famous associated with the sport. The sport could be a team sport, such as football, baseball, basketball,
etc. – or it could be an individual sport or activity, such as cycling, archery, golf, chess, gymnastics,
athletics, shooting, boxing, formula one, mountaineering, swimming, horse riding, taekwondo, kayaking
… . This is a list of team sports. This is a list of sports in general.
Use your research to prepare a 5-10 minute PowerPoint presentation (a minimum of 10 slides) to
present this sport to your class. Make your news segment interesting by including elements like littleknown facts, photos, memorable moments, winning seasons, best players and snappy dialogue. Include
appropriate graphics, charts, facts, etc. to enhance your presentation. Be sure to use special effects to
introduce your text and graphics on each slide. Your final slide with be a bibliography slide at the end
giving web addresses of sites you used for information.
You will be required to insert a YouTube movie into one of your slides, so make sure that you can find
an appropriate movie on YouTube before you start your presentation. Here are instructions showing
how to insert the YouTube movie into your presentation. You’ll also need to tweak the code!!! This
movie tells you how (scroll through to 2.17). Also, make sure that you have a creative title for your
presentation – here’s a list of sports title ideas, but feel free to create your own.
In addition, you are required
to convert your text to
SmartArt. Click on your text,
Insert > SmartArt and
choose your shape. This
movie will show you how.
Do this for ALL the text, then
animate your SmartArt.
Here’s a demo PPT

What to Include in
your Presentation:
1. Title Slide – name, project title – make your title creative
2. Contents Slides (a minimum of 8 slides, automatic effects on all your objects, and automatic
transition to the next slide – except the Movie slide, which has to be on click to allow time to
view it)

a. Definition
b. Overview
c. History
d. Facts
e. Famous People
f. One of the 8 slides must have a relevant YouTube movie embedded in it.
3. Sources Slide: Document your research by listing the sources you use on a resource page.
a. Three resources are required.
4. All of your text must be SmartArt.

